
TRACK RULES

1. No drug use or possession on the premises. There are no exceptions, you

will be asked to leave.

2. Sign in for practice and races must be completed before placing your car

on the race track.

3. Smoking is permitted in designated areas only. Please properly discard

butts safely in trash cans.

4. Closed toe shoes are required to be racing or on the track.

5. Aggressive or inappropriate behavior will not be tolerated and may result

in your removal from the premises.

6. 3 Entries of one class are required to be allowed to race.

RACING RULES

1. All LIPO batteries must be Hard Case. All batteries must be removed from

the vehicle for charging. All batteries must be charged in an approved

LIPO safe charging bag or case. Over-Charging or discharging in a

manner that could potentially cause a fire or unsafe condition will not be

tolerated.

2. No Heating devices may be used for LIPO batteries. All batteries must be

under 110F when reaching the tech table. Batteries over this threshold will

not be permitted.

3. Every racer must marshal the race following their race if called. We ask

that you do not return to your pit until after marshalling. If you are



holding up the racing program by refusing to marshall, you may be

penalized by adding time or deducting laps to your results.

4. If you are unable to marshal for any reason, please notify our race

director before the start of the event. It is your responsibility to find a

replacement if needed.

5. Use of reverse is prohibited. Any driver found to be using reverse in a race

will have one lap deducted from your best results.

6. Drivers must present their car to the tech table 1 race before their

upcoming race. Delays caused to the program can result in penalties or

disqualification.

7. Drivers must be prepared for their race when called.

8. Drivers may challenge another driver’s compliance for $50. If the vehicle

is found to be illegal, the $50 will be returned to the challenger. If the

vehicle is legal the money will go to the challenged.

9. Lexan wings on winged cars only.

10. No protruding screws or sharp body edges.

11. Yelling at a marshal or other driver will not be tolerated. Warning will be

issued and second o�ense will result in being forced to leave.

12. Fighting, foul language, intentional damage to any property, track or

driver, will not be tolerated. You will be removed from the premises and

law enforcement may be called if necessary.

Rules may be changed or updated at any time. It is the participants responsibility to be up to date on the current rules.
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